CASE STUDIES

Wunderman
Wunderman chose our wunderful filtered hydration systems to help keep their staff and clients
happy and productive.

Overview
Founded in 1958, Wunderman is a leading digital agency that provides data analytics,
integrated marketing and digital transformation consulting services. With 200 offices
in 70 countries and more than 20,000 employees around the world, it is uniquely
positioned to rethink business, culture and brand experiences.
Wunderman’s London HQ at Greater London House on Hampstead Rd is a striking
example of 20th century Egyptian revival architecture. Adorned with two huge black
cat sculptures on guard at the front of the building, it is one of London’s most eyecatching offices.

Wunderman Office
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The challenge - boiling, chilled and sparkling systems
with a sleek design
Inside, Wunderman wanted to make their space just as
aesthetically pleasing. With a modern and open style office (even
fitted with a break out disco room!) they sought to ensure their
300 London staff were kept fully hydrated, keeping the creative
thinkers, business minds and data scientists in tip top condition.
Solution
Wunderman chose two Quadra Plus models dispensing boiling
and chilled filtered water from XL lever taps in a Chrome finish;
and hot and cold filtered water from matching paddle mixer
taps. For their meeting room, they opted for one Quadra Plus
Sparkling system in Matte Black with matching gooseneck mixer
tap, this system allows them to dispense additional filtered
sparkling water from the XL lever tap. Their back office kitchen
was fitted with one Sahara model in Chrome, dispensing boiling
and ambient filtered water.
The Billi taps fit effortlessly into the tea point areas providing
sustainable, efficient and high-quality hydration solutions for all
employees. This project was coordinated with Overbury, Aura
Consulting and Jackdaw Studio.
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“We chose a combination of the Chrome
and Matte Black taps to complement
our kitchen and social areas with the
aesthetics of the taps fitting nicely
into our modern office space. We are
pleased with the outcome and were
happy with the service Billi provided
us.”

Marcus McDonnell
Head of Facilities at Wunderman
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